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Subject: RE: Economic benefits of Parks on Downtowns
From: "Rapundalo, Stephen" <SRapundalo@a2gov.org>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2010 09:18:00 -0500
To: "EricLipson@yahoo.com" <ericlipson@yahoo.com>, "Hieftje, John" <JHieftje@a2gov.org>, "Smith,
Sandi" <SSmith@a2gov.org>, "Briere, Sabra" <SBriere@a2gov.org>, "Derezinski, Tony"
<TDerezinski@a2gov.org>, "Taylor, Christopher \(Council\)" <CTaylor@a2gov.org>, "Kunselman,
Stephen" <SKunselman@a2gov.org>, "Higgins, Marcia" <MHiggins@a2gov.org>, "Teall, Margie"
<MTeall@a2gov.org>, "Hohnke, Carsten" <CHohnke@a2gov.org>, "Anglin, Mike"
<MAnglin@a2gov.org>, "Miller, Jayne" <JMiller@a2gov.org>, "Fraser, Roger" <RFraser@a2gov.org>,
"Pollay, Susan" <SPollay@a2dda.org>
CC: "Peter Nagourney" <pjn@umich.edu>, "Rita Mitchell" <rmitchel@umich.edu>, "Lou Glorie"
<lulugee@comcast.net>, "Eppie Potts" <erpotts@provide.net>, "Karen Sidney" <karensidney@msn.com>,
"Kathy Boris" <kbor@isr.umich.edu>, "Nystuen, Gwen \(PAC\)" <gnystuen@umich.edu>, "Barbara Kritt"
<bkritt@umich.edu>, "Jack Eaton" <jackeaton@live.com>, "Tom Whitaker" <tgwhitaker@gmail.com>,
"Alan Haber" <megiddo@umich.edu>, "Vivienne Armentrout" <vnarmentrout@sbcglobal.net>, "Nancy"
<snowshore@comcast.net>, "leslie" <leslie1023@comcast.net>

Eric,

The bottom line is that the two public options did not provide any $ descriptions for 
costs of building and operations, and how everything would be funded - e.g., land sale, 
lease payments, user fees, etc.  

Any successful project has to pay for itself without the use of City funds.  Furthermore, 
the project should be able to describe in some basic fashion how it will do that as a 
minimum to meeting the RFP requirements.  The four remaining proposals did so.  Granted, 
there is more information we need to glean from them to fill in the gaps, but at least 
they provided some basis for costs and funding in $ and cents (though some Committee 
members questioned at least one other proposal in this regard).  The two public options 
did not, except for indicating a $2.5 million donation towards project/operational costs 
(indeterminate for both projects) in the case of the A2 Town Square.  The fact is that 
there has to be some sort of payment to taxpayers either through land sale and property 
tax revenue, long-term lease payments, or some guaranteed revenue streams.  

Taxpayers must be left intact at the time of build and for the future (we should not take 
away from existing Parks & Rec funds and facilities in order to support an open space 
project at the Library Lot, and certainly not from elsewhere in the General Fund).  The 
public options are being treated no differently than any other proposal in that regard.  
Any economic benefits generated by a project must be disclosed and articulated in a 
balance sheet.  That's what we're asking for when we say that a financial benefit must be 
demonstrated.  It's simple math.  Of course, that does not exclude all the other elements 
that must be addressed, i.e., experience with actually building such a major infill 
project, a viable development team, physical concept and design, etc.

Bottom line - I'm happy to review and compare any project with any design concept so long 
as they can provide me with a full accounting, profit-loss, balance sheet and description 
of all other requested features.

Stephen
 
Stephen Rapundalo
City Council - 2nd Ward
City of Ann Arbor 
Email:  srapundalo@a2gov.org
Tel: (734) 476-0648
-----Original Message-----
From: EricLipson@yahoo.com [mailto:ericlipson@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 9:50 PM
To: Hieftje, John; Smith, Sandi; Briere, Sabra; Derezinski, Tony; Taylor, Christopher 
(Council); Kunselman, Stephen; Higgins, Marcia; Teall, Margie; Hohnke, Carsten; Anglin, 
Mike; Miller, Jayne; Fraser, Roger; Pollay, Susan; Rapundalo, Stephen
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Cc: Peter Nagourney; Rita Mitchell; Lou Glorie; Eppie Potts; Karen Sidney; Kathy Boris; 
Nystuen, Gwen (PAC); Barbara Kritt; Jack Eaton; Tom Whitaker; Alan Haber; Vivienne 
Armentrout; Nancy; leslie
Subject: RE: Economic benefits of Parks on Downtowns

Hi Stephen,

Thanks for the clarification and elaboration. I very much appreciate that you took the 
time to read and respond to my concerns. I also thank you for the opportunity to 
"dialogue" a bit.

After reading your response, I'm not sure that there is a substantive difference between 
my characterization of the committee's rationale and yours. As you stated: "Rather, we 
have said that the two (open space) options didn't demonstrate a financial benefit to the 
City."

I believe that both proposals do demonstrate such benefit, as well-planned open/park 
spaces have repeatedly demonstrated in other cities. It sounds like we may be defining 
"financial benefit to the city" in different ways. Are you limiting the scope of 
"financial benefit" to direct tax benefit to city government, rather than more broadly, to
the city at large?  
 
You state that the open space proposals did not give figures on costs, or expenses of 
maintenance and operation. Did any other proposal discuss the costs to the city of 
maintaining Library Way, or the costs of operating,  maintaining, or policing the public 
and open-space portions of their proposals? I don't recall seeing any such discussion.  
Certainly those are valid questions for the committee to ask--but ask to all the 
proposers. 

Did any of the other proposals cite a market study that a conference center or another 
hotel in downtown is necessary or viable? Did any of the other proposals discuss the 
downside risk to taxpayers if their projections prove overly optimistic? I don't believe 
so. All the proposals have big gaps.

It appears that the committee is holding the open space proposals to a higher 
standard, eliminating them without an opportunity to provide further clarifying 
information, which you are requesting from the other proposers. Mr. Haber indicates that 
no questions were posed to him since his submission.

I, and many others, believe that the committee has prematurely eliminated the two open 
space proposals, and is thereby weakening the legitimacy of whatever decision the 
committee finally arrives at. The public outcry at this early stage should send a message 
that this process is being perceived as flawed and biased toward a pre-ordained 
conclusion--denials notwithstanding.

Despite Councilperson Smith's assertion, I also do not believe that there has been any 
genuine public process, as the council resolution authorizing the committee required, to 
determine exactly what the citizens of Ann Arbor want to see on the site--before, not 
after-- the committee selection process.

I believe that Councilperson Anglin's statement that we need to examine larger community 
values was both eloquent and true.  Urban vitality is not just a question of tax revenue 
or income streams.  

How different would Chicago be if its miles of Lake Michigan waterfront had been sold to 
private developers?  What would New York be like if Central Park had been sold for more 
"economically beneficial" high-rises?

I believe the facts are the same, no matter how you try to frame the issue: Well planned 
parks and green spaces have demonstrated economic and social benefits for cities, whereas 
conference centers are almost universally money losers for taxpayers. Perhaps in this case
the conference center or other commercial proposals can show us they are the superior 
alternative. But they, too, need to provide more information to be convincing.

So the big question remains:
Would Ann Arbor benefit more from a well-planned and vital central park (with some 
commercial development) or a conference center, or other commercial development with a 
smaller public space? I believe that the question should be directly and thoroughly 
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addressed, with genuine public input, and not finessed away. 

Therefore, I believe that eliminating the open space alternatives without further inquiry,
and before an opportunity for public input, is a mistake. 

Thanks, again, for your consideration. 

Best regards,
Eric

  
  
RE: Economic benefits of Parks on Downtowns

 
Eric,

 
Thanks for the info - I'll add it to my collection of
articles on the same subject matter. I know that the other
committee members will do the same.  We all have
researched the topics to various degrees in an effort to be
as educated as possible.

However, I need to correct your assertion that
"members of the Library lot RFP committee indicated
that they were unaware of any economic benefits which might
accrue from the two open space proposals". 
That's not we expressed.  Rather, we have said that
the two options didn't demonstrate a financial benefit
to the City.  Their shortcoming was not providing any
estimate on the costs for their respective proposals, much
less expenses associated with future
operations/maintenance.  More importantly the proposals
were devoid of any demonstration of how the implementation
and operations would be funded/supported.  It's
precisely that which the Committee is looking for.  The
successful project must be able to pay for itself at a
minimum, and preferably be revenue beneficial.  Neither
proposal described how their project would meet that
goal.  The committee recognizes that open space
proposals do have economic benefits.  What we're
looking for is the business plan by which each proposal can
fulfill that goal.  That interpretation is a far cry
from your assertion.

Stephen

Stephen Rapundalo

Councilmember - Ward 2

City of Ann Arbor

srapundalo@a2gov.org

(734) 476-0648
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-----Original Message-----

From: EricLipson@yahoo.com [mailto:ericlipson@yahoo.com]

Sent: Wed 1/6/2010 6:08 PM

To: Hieftje, John; Smith, Sandi; Briere, Sabra; Rapundalo,
Stephen; Derezinski, Tony; Taylor, Christopher (Council);
Kunselman, Stephen; Higgins, Marcia; Teall, Margie; Hohnke,
Carsten; Anglin, Mike

Cc: Peter Nagourney; Rita Mitchell; Lou Glorie; Eppie
Potts; Karen Sidney; Kathy Boris; Nystuen, Gwen (PAC);
Barbara Kritt; Jack Eaton; Tom Whitaker; Alan Haber;
Vivienne Armentrout; Nancy; leslie; steve zarnowitz

Subject: Re: Economic benefits of Parks on Downtowns

Dear Council and members of the Library Lot Committee:

Because members of the Library lot RFP committee indicated
that they were unaware of any economic benefits which might
accrue from the two open space proposals, I have taken the
liberty of attaching a small compilation of articles and
scholarly writing documenting the positive economic benefits
of downtown open space and parks on urban areas. This took
me about an hour to compile. I am also sending it to the two
proposers of parks for the library lot RFP. I hope this
advances the discussion.
 
I will also be sending along, shortly, a similar set of
abstracts discussing the impacts of conference centers. I
should note that, so far, all of the research that I have
complied indicates that the benefits of conference centers
do not accrue to the taxpayers who seem to incur massive
losses from such developments.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best Regards,

Eric Lipson

1318 Rosewood, Ann Arbor

(734) 417-3604

  


